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Supplementary methods

Validation of MCIBDQ

Reliability

In general, the reliability of an instrument can be considered as the degree of consistency of its measurement [1], with two main forms: test-retest reliability and internal consistency. Test–retest reliability was assessed by the stable patients whose disease activity index (DAI) remained the same or changed no more than 1 point and completed the follow-up MCIBDQ, using the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC).

In the present study, however, insufficient stable patients (only 10 patients with CD and 5 with UC) made it unpractical. Internal consistency could be represented by Cronbach’s α (values of >0.7 indicating adequate consistency).

Validity

For a medical or health care instrument to be clinically useful, it must possess validity.

Validity, the ability of a instrument to assess fully what it was intended to measure, was assessed in 4 ways according to standard definitions including content validity, construct validity, discriminant validity, and criterion validity.[2,3]

Content validity, the extent to which the instrument accurately measured what it was purported to measure, was tested by experienced gastroenterologists about whether the MCIBDQ was an appropriate and clinically useful measure of HRQOL or not.
Construct validity, the extent to which a created instrument matched the theoretical construct and known or postulated features of a disease or condition, was tested by factor analysis.

Discriminant validity of an instrument represented the ability to distinguish between groups of subjects. In the present study, it referred to how well the MCIBDQ differentiates patients with active IBD from those in remission according to HBI or CAI scores. As was mentioned above, in both indices, <4 were indicated as quiescent and ≥4 were considered as active. Independent samples t-test was used to assess the ability.

Criterion validity referred to the ability of an instrument to correlate positively and significantly with an established or accepted gold standard test. Actually, the accepted disease-specific gold standard instrument for patients with IBD hadn’t been established yet. Thus, in this study, the correlations between MCIBDQ and widely accepted externally derived criteria including Chinese SF-36, HBI or CAI, and the single scale on health transition, were evaluated by testing the following hypotheses which have been put forward by other authors [4]:

1) The IBDQ bowel domain was hypothesized to have a moderate correlation with the SF-36 dimensions BP and VT.

2) The IBDQ systemic domain was hypothesized to have a moderate to high correlation with the SF-36 dimensions VT and GH.
3) The IBDQ social domain was hypothesized to have a high correlation with the SF-36 dimension of SF, a moderate correlation with the SF-36 dimensions PF and RP.

4) The IBDQ emotional domain was hypothesized to have a high correlation with the SF-36 dimension of MH, a moderate correlation with the SF-36 dimensions RE, VT, BP, SF, and GH.

5) The IBDQ total score was hypothesized to have a moderate to high correlation with the SF-36 total score.

6) The IBDQ domain scores were hypothesized to have a moderate to high correlation with disease activity indices.

7) The IBDQ domain scores were hypothesized to have a low to moderate correlation with the global score for general well-being.

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to represent the correlations between domains and scales, and >0.5 was considered to be moderate correlation and >0.7 was considered as high correlation.
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